Professional Development II
April 20, 2013

10:15 AM  Introductions & Announcements
          • Diane Hsiung, Women & Politics Institute

10:30 AM  The Candidate Emergence Process
          • Jennifer Lawless, Women & Politics Institute

12:00 PM  Working Lunch: Negotiating Your Salary
          • Laura Allen, Obama for America
          • Whitney Zatzkin, TEDMED
          • Lucy Gettman, National School Boards Association
          • Carolyn Pierce Tate, Balance Interactive

1:00 PM   A Woman in the Workplace (3 Groups – 30 minutes each, then switch)
          • Sexual Harassment and Old Boys’ Club:
            o Carolyn Pierce Tate, Balance Interactive
            o Danielle Decker, U.S. Department of Homeland Security
            o Tara Corrigan, Messina Group

2:45 PM   Wrap Up